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Comcast Subsidiary Refuses to Provide OLN
Programming to EchoStar's DISH Network; 'Strong-
arm Tactics by Comcast Punish EchoStar Customers'

ENGLEWOOD, Colo.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Oct. 20, 2005--EchoStar
Communications Corporation (NASDAQ: DISH) confirmed today
that it is no longer carrying Outdoor Life Network. The Comcast-
owned programmer recently demanded that EchoStar force
millions of additional DISH Network customers to pay for its
outdoor programming as a condition to continued availability.
EchoStar was unwilling to impose those additional costs on
consumers. 
 

"We work hard to provide choice for our customers and to keep
prices low," said Eric Sahl, senior vice president of Programming for
EchoStar. "Most of our customers have made the decision they do
not want to pay the additional cost of watching that channel."

For customers impacted by the loss of OLN, DISH Network
recently added College Sports TV (CSTV), NFL Network and ESPNU
at no additional cost. DISH Network offers other channels that provide similar programming to OLN, such as
The Outdoor Channel and the Men's Channel. For hockey fans, hundreds of hockey games are available
through regional sports networks offered by DISH Network, or customers can subscribe to the NHL Center
Ice Package, which offers a variety of hockey games much broader than those offered on OLN.

About EchoStar

EchoStar Communications Corporation (NASDAQ: DISH) serves more than 11.4 million satellite TV customers
through its DISH Network(TM), the fastest-growing U.S. provider of advanced digital television services in the
last five years. DISH Network offers hundreds of video and audio channels, Interactive TV, HDTV, sports and
international programming, together with professional installation and 24-hour customer service. Visit
EchoStar's DISH Network at www.dishnetwork.com.
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